Prof. G. M. Reddy Research Foundation
4-123/E, Swaroop Nagar, Uppal Kalan Municipality
Hyderabad 500 039

Project: “Morphological markers in determination of sex and confirmation through Molecular markers in Papaya cultivars”, CSIR project.
Position: Research Associate – 1 (Rs 11,000 p.m. + 15% HRA)

Project: “Survey, collection and nutritional assessment of lesser known edible plant resources used by major tribes of Andhra Pradesh”. DBT project.
Position: Research Associate – 1 (Rs 11,000 p.m. + 15% HRA)
JRF/SRF Net qualified – 1 (Rs 8000/9000 p.m. + 15% HRA)
Field Assistant – 1 (Rs 3000/- p.m. fixed)

Qualifications:
RA: Ph.D. in Plant Sciences/Genetics/Biochemistry/Molecular Biology
JRF: M.Sc. in Life Sciences, Genetics with NET qualification

Interested candidates are requested to apply in plain paper along with their CV, supporting documents so as to reach Prof. G. M. Reddy, Chairman, at the above address within three weeks of the appearance of this advertisement.

CURRENT SCIENCE
SUBMISSION IN ELECTRONIC FORM

Authors who have been informed of acceptance of their manuscripts may send the final version in electronic form on floppy diskette (3.5” preferred; IBM PC format only, not Macintosh). The text of the manuscript only should be supplied as a plain ASCII file with no formatting other than line and paragraph breaks. (Wordstar 5.5 or 7.0 and Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0 are acceptable, but ASCII is preferred.) A hard copy of the text, with all typesetting information (italics, bold, mathematical type, superscripts, subscripts, etc.) must accompany the electronic copy. Tables and figures must be supplied only as hard copy. The diskette must be labelled clearly with the following: manuscript number, file name, file information (ASCII or Wordstar, version number, etc.)

Text may also be transmitted as ASCII only by e-mail to currsci@ias.ernet.in.

We expect that electronic submission will result in quicker processing for publication.